
12X ROAS
Facebook ads ROAS

60% CTR
Improvement of ads CTR

1500+
lead magnet quarterly downloads

260%
10,000+ ranked keywords achieved

Client
Case
Study
Gym saas management
platform becomes industry
leader through Content & SEO

Formerly known as MAONrails



Our
Approach

Every business is unique, so why settle

for traditional marketing campaigns that

prove no ROI? Brenton Way’s core

belief is that your uniqueness is

followed with tailored solutions by a

world class marketing team. Expect

agile growth across various verticals

and a planned out long-term strategy to

position you as a thought leader in your

vertical.

Brief Introduction



Marketing objectives and
strategy
Expectations and outcomes

Our primary objective was to outperform

competitor paid ads campaigns & SEO

strategies through analysis of successful

marketing funnels, creative video

content, and key content articles that

focused on SEO-sales keywords.

Objectives

We focused on improving their bottom-

of-funnel ad campaign CTR by 40%

across 6 months through new ad

creatives and targeted landing pages

while developing educational articles

that gym owners searched to better

understand their needs/wants to see

over a 260% increase in organic traffic.

Strategy
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gymdesk.com

Website

The website was overoptimized which

overwhelmed the target audience. We saw

that throughout all of the marketing

channels, our messaging needed be

tightened and our CTA's much more

simpler.

Findings

The competitors were beating out for

organic keywords with much simpler

content and page designs. This further

proved our need to create compelling

content and simpler UX throughout.

Findings

GymDesk

Company

Simplified billing, enrollment,
member management, and
marketing features that help
you grow your gym or martial
arts school.

Company Focus



Our
Market
Strategies 
for
Success

Completely re-optimized the entire

retargeting ads funnel for abandoned cart

consumers.

Improved retargeting ads
optimization

We created multiple pieces of content

throughout the entire funnel process to

educate, engage, and convert.

Developed a quarterly
content calendar from
written, ebook, and
interactive videos.

Worked to design ad creatives that would

speak to the target audience and immediate

needs to manage their gyms.

Designed creative based
on audience affinity
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We improved the initial
ad campaigns CTR rate
by 60% by implementing
an explainer video
through Paid Social.

Promo Video
Content to
Convert
Through Ads
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https://vimeo.com/theapollostudios/review/499815967/4070d4f987


Membership
Contract Form
[Template]
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The contract
template allowed us
to offer a free and
garnered over 500
new monthly
downloads from
targeted prospects.



We created a 15-page
SEO backlinking
strategy to dominate
the most difficult
keyword rankings
opportunities.

"Stunt Ideas"
to build
unique traffic
backlinks
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Increased
organic traffic
by 260% 
 through a full-
funnel content
strategy across
2 year span

SEO Traffic
Increase
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Recap of our
performance

1 to 12 dollar return on Facebook

ads spend across 1 year

subscription.

12x Facebook ads
ROAS

60% increase in the click throughs

to the website from conversion ad

campaigns.

60% increase in
Ads CTR

1,500 new ebook gated content

downloads per month.

1,500 new avg.
ebook downloads

Ranked for over 10,000+ keywords

to increase organic traffic by 260%.

260% increase in
organic traffic.
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Interested?
contact us

brentonway.com

sales@brentonway.com

Website

Contact

(424) 208-2521


